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Malawi Parliament
Dedicates Support to the Federation
The Malawi Federation met the Budget Committee of
the Malawi National Assembly on Saturday, May 14,
2011 at the New Parliament Building in Lilongwe.
Apart from introducing itself to the legislators, the
Federation lobbied for inclusion of financial support
for the low income housing programs in this year’s
national budget.
The Federation journey to Parliament began
almost five years ago through exchange visits that
exposed the Malawian Ministry of Lands and
Housing to the growing need to support low income
housing and shelter initiatives. While top Ministers
have changed — since the first trip with Bazuka
Mhango in May 2006, five other Ministers including
the current one Bande have been involved — the
strategy never changed. Exchange visits were still
arranged for the Malawi government officials and
facilitated by SDI.
Then there was a growing recognition by the
Ministry to introduce a housing finance mechanism
for the low income households. However, the
question remained how that could be done?

In October 2010, there was another exchange to
Namibia. It was time to learn how housing initiatives
by the poor could be supported. The Malawi
delegation, which included, the Minister of Lands,
housing and urban development, the director of
budgets in the Treasury and other government
officials learnt how the government of Namibia
supports directly supports low income housing
initiatives.
One of the fruits of this eye-opening trip to
Namibia was the drawing up of a Memorandum of
Understanding between the Government of Malawi
and SDI. The MoU ignited a serious of discussions
between CCODE, the support NGO for the Malawi
Federation, on how the Namibian experience could
be replicated in the country. Meetings continue to be
held and one of the successes so far is that the parties
are close to finalizing modalities on disbursement of
funds.
However approval from Parliament was
required in order for the Ministry of lands, housing,
and urban development to support the processes of
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the federation through the National Budget.
Immediately the budget and finance committee of the
National assembly came into the picture.
So when it was time for the 23rd Session of the
Governing Council of the UN Human Settlements
Program (UN-HABITAT GC 23), the Ministry of
lands, housing and development, John Bande, MP,
requested Hon. Ralph Juma to visit the council in
Nairobi Nairobi. Hon. Juma is the chairperson of the
budget and finance committee.
The Budget Committee is one of the most
powerful parliamentary committees in the Malawi
National assembly. The committee is responsible for
overseeing the formulation and passing of the
national budget. Among other successes, the
committee championed the inclusion of hardship
allowances for teachers in remote areas of the
country.
Hon. Juma learned about the Federation
processes in Malawi, and a meeting was facilitated
for the Federation, CCODE and the budget and
finance committee.
“Where we are now, we are pressed with a huge
demand to support shelter initiatives across the
country and we are overwhelmed. We need
budgetary support. It is time for government to take
part in alleviating the housing problem in the country,”
explained Mphatso Njunga, a Malawi Federation
national leader, in her presentation to the committee.
When the turn came for the budget and finance
committee chairperson, Ralph Juma, MP, to speak,
the meeting exploded with joy. “What I can assure
you is that we are behind you and we will ensure that
you get this support just make sure that you finalise
60

on the modalities with the Ministry
of Lands,” said Hon. Juma.
CCODE and the Federation
are already working on the
modalities on the disbursement of
the funds with the Ministry of
Lands, Housing and Urban
Development. The modalities have
so far been drawn with a few legal
hitches
to
be
sorted
out. According to the draft
modalities, the Federation would
access the funds through the
Ministry’s vote.
“Maybe we would be worried
that the budget formulation process
is at an advanced stage before the
modalities are agreed on and a
contract signed. In any case we will
still have the allocation under
contingencies to ensure that you still have the funds
once all is done,” the Budget and finance committee
chair further assured the Federation amid
handclapping.
According to an official statement from the
Malawi National Assembly the budget meeting will
open on May 23, 2011.
This is the first time the Malawi Alliance has
engaged the committee. The engagement process
showcases the power of exchange visits in bringing
change at policy level.
For further information:
Siku	
  Nkhoma
Centre for Community Organization & Development
CCODE
P.O.Box 2109 Lilongwe, Malawi
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Housing in Hlaing Tar Yar Township
There is a housing project for 30 landless families on
new land in Hlaing Tar Yar Township. Phase 1 is an
ACCA project in the periphery of Yangon city, in
Myanmar)
We started to work on this exciting project in
October 2010, and we worked with the small
Yangon-based NGO Women for the World and the
Aungzabu Foundation.
The Problem of Landlessness in Yangon
In Yangon, we don't know how many landless
people there are, living in land-rent and squatter
communities in the periphery of the city. But two
years ago, right after Cyclone Nargis, Women for the
World started the savings groups in several of these
poor settlements, in three townships ("township" is
the Burmese equivalent of "district").
In two of these townships, where most of the
savings members are extremely poor land-renters, the
people are facing eviction increasingly, as speculative
buying and selling of the land drives up both the land
costs and land rental rates.

First People-Driven Land and Housing Project
in Yangon
A group of women in one of the savings groups
(the Pan Thakhin savings group), in Hlaing Tar Yar
Township, had been trying for some time to purchase
some government land to relocate, but the process
took a long time. private land nearby (22 x 300 feet,
for 30 houses) to buy collectively and do a housing
project, with support from WW and ACCA. This
project was a real milestone - the first pilot project to
demonstrate a new community planned and
community-built model of collective secure housing
solution for the poorest landless squatters in Yangon's
slums - where no solution exists yet.
Housing Planning Workshop in August 2010
In August 2010, Nad and Tee organized a 3-day
layout and housing planning workshop in Hlaing Tar
Yar Township, in which the people shared their ideas
and abilities and learned from each other in the
planning process. The process began with letting
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them tell us about who they are, where they live,
what is their income and how much can they save.
After that, we let them dream on paper about the kind
of house they would like to have, how many family
members will live together, etc. Then we prepared
some tools to help them work out a scale map of the
new relocation site and design a layout of roads,
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houses and services on it.
Affordability Is the Starting Point
It is very important to know how much people
can afford to invest in building their new houses. We
start from that important reality - we don't design the
dream house first and then find a way to finance it!
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We start with how much people can save per month,
and how much loan funds we have from ACCA, and
putting these together, we designed a financial system
to support houses people can afford, and then we
designed the houses after that.
Housing Design Process
In almost every place we work, we start by
letting the people explore their housing design ideas
themselves, in paper models, with some simple scale
tools. Through the design process, the people can
visualize how they would like to live together, how
big a plot they need. People are almost always
extremely practical and realistic when they draw their
dream houses - these showed mostly a simple house
on stilts, a toilet, a house for the pig, a water pump
and a big tree. From there, we move into the design
of the real houses and real plots, at actual scale (like
seeing how big the toilet and bedroom should be!).
We professionals just help them with a few
details, like proposing the idea of shared septic tanks
to save money on the toilets. All the households have
at least two pigs, so we suggested they could do
biogas. And because their new land is near the main
road, we suggested that maybe they could keep some
space along the road for commercial activities, so all
the houses can have a place to sell things along the
main road. And when the people's house and
community layout designs are more-less finished, we
help to draw them up or to show them in
3-dimensional model form.
Beautiful Painting of the New Community
We asked a handicap artist in the market to paint
for us a beautiful painting of the new community.
This kind of thing is important to help people
visualize possibilities.
Sometimes they may see the land and think it's
not so good.
But they can make it better, and this kind of
image can give them a new perspective.
Inviting Leaders
Always invite leaders from other communities
facing the same land problems, to learn from the
design process and inspire them to do the same. That
way, the development of one small community
housing project like this can become training and
inspiration for a whole city, and can give other groups
a big head start when the time comes for them to
develop their housing projects. This is an important
networking strategy, and an important way of
maximizing the learning in every project. In

November 2010, we organized another housing
planning workshop from savings groups in other
townships, who are also negotiating to buy small
tracts of inexpensive private land.
Involving Students from the
Local Architecture and Engineering College
In the second workshop, we got a group of 20
students from the engineering and architecture
faculties to learn and work with the people. After
they bought the new land, the students helped the
people to stake out and subdivide the land into plots,
according to the layout plan they developed in the
workshop.
Forming Sub-Groups
This is another important process, when the
people all gather and subdivide the land into
individual plots, they start to form sub-groups: who
wants to live with whom, how to manage the savings
groups in the new place, the housing construction
process, etc.
Super Cheap $300 Model House
Another thing we did was to build a sample
house which showed what kind of house you can
build for about US$300. This is about the range of
housing loans most of the people can afford, so we
focused on options which fit within that budget, using
cheap local materials (like bamboo), gathering all the
carpenters and the women in the community to think
together and come up with some construction ideas to
make the house well but cheaply, and put all these
ideas into this model house.
The new houses and infrastructure were built in
just three months with water pumps and toilets (with
shared septic tanks) and simple raised earth lanes, for
infrastructure. The people built the houses themselves
very simply and well. They figure that these simple
wood and bamboo houses will last for 7 years - they
treat the bamboo with some oil to preserve it. They
are very proud of these houses. The houses which use
more timber cladding are more expensive (up to
$500).
Finances
They decided to take the $40,000 project funds
from ACCA as a 5-year loan to the community
cooperative. The people used this money to buy the
land and build their 30 simple "starter" houses, with
an interest of 20% over the whole 5-year period.
Each family will repay 20,000 Kyat (about US$15)
per month, through the savings group, to the CDF
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they are setting up. A housing management
committee collects the loan repayments every month.
January 2011 Savings Workshop in Burma
We visited the housing project in Burma to learn
how they are managing the loan repayment. We also
organized a 3-day savings workshop in Burma, in
which more than 35 communities from 4 cities
participated (being supported by three different
organizations - Aungzabu Foundation, WW and
Bedar Development Trust). These three organizations
would like to link all these savings groups - which
live quite close to each other - into one large network,
to exchange experiences and support each other more
easily

each house - some with very big and some with very	
 
small land - we can adjust it a little bit and make a
new system in which everybody is linked together,
and	
  everybody's needs are taken into the planning
and adjustment.
Comments from Jaya (From Sri Lanka)
In Sri Lanka, I think you have already observed
that we are spending a lot of money unnecessarily on
houses	
  which people are building by themselves,
without any collective process. The way you have
done the housing in	
  Burma and Lao PDR is very
inspiring: very simple and very interesting
technology.
For further information:

Comments from Somsook
Nad's presentation shows how there are different
ways to start - with savings, with mapping, with	
  an
eviction crisis. But then the task is to see how to use
the community upgrading process to expand these
activities to include the whole community, to bring
everyone in the community together, so they can
build all kinds of new	
  systems in their community
together: systems of rights, systems of social welfare,
systems of finance, systems of	
  mutual support - as a
new unit that lives together.
In Nad's approach, he tries to avoid the
individual kind of housing development, where each
family does	
  its own thing in isolation. Instead, he
tries to start with the collective process first - like the
walkway in Vientiane,	
  which is more than just an
access way for cars, but a communal living space that
belongs to the whole	
  community. This is how the
architects can help move the people's vision beyond
what already exists. And by	
  getting people to work
together on this common amenity, and by pulling in
all
the
sleeping
community members	
 
and fence-sitters, you
are building a new
trust,
a
new
confidence and a new
collective force in the
community 	
  which
can then go on to do
more things together,
to make a more
holistic
kind
of
upgrading.
Upgrading is not
just
giving
land
tenure security to
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Open Space Community Architects
(postcard in Songkhla0309)
www.openspace.org
nad@openspacer.org
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The Story of the House in Salyani That
Two Pigs Built:
Nad tells the story of the poor woman who lived in
the BIG ACCA Project community of Salyani, in
Bharatpur, who decided against taking a loan to
rebuild her house. She got a lot of ideas when we
held the house design workshop there about how to
build a better house using mostly local materials and
very little money. And so after the workshop, she got
the idea to rebuild her house, using the same
technology of mud and dung-plastered bamboo
lattice, but she raised the roof much higher, added
some windows to bring in more light, and used tin
sheets instead of insect and snake-filled thatch for the
roof. To lower the radiant heat that the new tin sheets
brought into the house, she planted a pumpkin vine
which covered her new roof with a shady, green cover.
Both she and her husband are very happy with this
house, which represents a very big improvement over
the hut-like house they were living in before!
This super green architecture cost her only
20,000 Rupees (US$285). To pay for the house, she
and her husband raised two pigs in the space behind
the house and sold them after a year. The profit from
selling the two pigs was enough to pay for her new
house in full, without having to take any loan from
ACCA. Most other households in Salyani have taken
fairly hefty loans of up to $1,500 to build
conventional concrete and brick houses for
themselves, even though it's not yet clear that they
will be able to repay their loans properly, since most
of them are still very poor and have irregular
incomes.
Sometimes, in the process of designing and
building a new housing project, communities forget
the good things they have, and the good things they
know how to make cheaply and well. If we can bring
this out in the design process, so people at least have
a choice, I think it is a good thing. I think that as
technical assistants, we should survey these good
things that communities have - maybe the children
and youth can help us survey and map all this. The
people have a lot of ideas...
A sad footnote to the story is that the

newly-upgraded Salyani community has taken a
decision to forbid the raising of pigs in the
community, since it creates more mess and smell than
raising goats or chickens, which they will still allow.
So our lady will no longer be able to raise pigs
(which generate a much higher profit), to make
further improvements to her house or to her family's
economic well-being.
For further information:
Nad
Chawanad Luanseng
Open Space Community Architects
(postcard in Songkhla0309)
www.openspace.org
nad@openspacer.org
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Karachi’s Demographic Change and Its
Social Repercussions

By Arif Hasan

The most important statistics in a population
census are related to the social indicators of the age
group of between 15 and 24. This is because this age
group represents both the present and the future and
the invariable conflict that takes place between the
two.
In the 1981 Census, 37.54 percent of women
and 13.14 percent of men in this age group were
married and 66.7 percent men and 62.32 percent
women in this age group were literate. If we project
the trends established between 1981 and the 1998
Census, then less than 20 percent women and 6
percent men in this age group are married today. In
addition, literacy in this age group is over 84 percent,
with women having a slight edge over the men, not
only in literacy but also in educational attainment
trends. So, for the first time in Karachi’s history, this
age group that is both our present and future, consists
of an overwhelming majority of unmarried and
literate adolescents and young people. This in itself is
enough to change family structures and gender
relations. Statistics, observation and interviews of
100 couples in public spaces and 50 older men and
women who have children in their teens and twenties,
give us some indication of this change and the
reasons for it. All the persons interviewed belong to
the lower or lower middle-income groups.
According
to
the
Karachi
Strategic
Development Plan 2020 Survey, 89 percent of
families in Karachi are nuclear. In the 1989 Survey

the figure was 54 percent. In the interviews with the
older generation there is general agreement that the
break-up of the extended or joint family is the most
important change that has taken or is taking place in
their society. They also feel that this break-up has
played a major role in changing values and behaviour
patterns. The most important reason given for the
break-up of the extended family is that previously,
one family earned and the others were dependents.
Today, it is no longer possible to survive on one
person’s earnings. Given the fact that each family
now contains a number of earning members, the
patriarchal family structure cannot survive. The
member who earns the most resents sharing it with
the others and so the family splits.
Working women have also adversely affected
the extended family with quarrels and disputes
around family honour and traditional values. Much of
these disputes are generated as a result of the
conservative extended family and/or neighbourhood
peer pressure. Interviews also suggest that the
break-up of the extended family, in most cases,
provides greater freedom to working women.
The majority of the older generation also
mentioned the difficulty of finding marriage partners
for their children in their own clans and extended
families. One of the reasons given for this is that they
no longer live in clan based homogenous
neighbourhoods. Many clan members have moved up
the social ladder and disconnected with the clan and
its neighbourhood. With their departure, clan ties
have weakened and clan organisations no longer
function. Consequently, marriages are increasingly
taking place, not only outside the clan but also
outside of the neighbourhood. This further fragments
the extended family structure. Inter ethnic marriages,
which were becoming increasingly common a
decade ago, are now rare due to the political situation
in Karachi.
Interviews with the young couples and the older
generation give interesting reasons (apart from the
necessity of women to work) for the greater
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freedoms that the youth enjoy today, in spite of
Karachi’s conflicts and security related issues. Many
interviewees lived far away from their father’s place
of work. He left early and came back late due to
distance and time related factors. As a result, he had
almost no hold or interest in family matters. Another
reason cited was congestion in the housing unit. In
many cases, ten to twelve persons live in a two room
house or apartment. This keeps family members away
and is tolerated by the mother as it eases the situation
in the house. However, this creates enormous
problems for young married couples. The cause of
congestion is the increase in family size, which
cannot be accommodated elsewhere due to the
unaffordable prices of land and real estate. Among
the other reasons given were that since most family
members work long hours outside the home,
everyone is busy and there is little interaction.
During one of the discussions, it was also
mentioned that people were not conscious of the
changes that have taken place and as a result are a bit
confused. For instance, one person reported how,
after much soul searching and violence, he had
agreed to let his daughter marry out of his caste, and
how he was terrified of what the reaction of his clan
would be. However, there was no reaction except for
a few “aunties” being sarcastic; his peers did not
particularly care. He summed up the situation by
saying, “The traditions are gone but we do not know
it, because we do not discuss these things out of
fear.”
Older residents agreed that an increasing
number of youth are ‘undisciplined’. One of the
reasons given for this is that parents have become
more liberal because of a ‘change in the times’. Other
reasons given are unemployment and the terrible state
of public education and its uselessness. Skills are not
available for the jobs being offered by the market and
the institutions to provide the skills are almost
non-existent. The few that do exist are unaffordable
for the lower and even for the lower middle income
groups.
The above discussion points to the fact that, if
left to itself, we will have a very different society in
Karachi in the next decade through a process of
conflict and negotiations. For the older and the
younger generations involved in this process, it will
be a painful experience. To consolidate the changes in
a less difficult and painful way, an understanding
between tradition and the new social reality is
important. This can only happen through the
development of an appropriate culture, which
promotes new societal values that reflect the
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changing social and physical realities of our city. This
means a change in the curriculum of educational
institutions and also points to the need for
corresponding changes in city planning priorities and
programmes,
especially
those
related
to
entertainment, recreation and cultural activity. How
this is to be done and by whom has yet to be
discussed. However, one thing is clear that such a
discussion has to be informed through independent
research into the new urban social reality.

The author is an architect in private practice in
Karachi.
For further information:

arifhasan@cyber.net.pk
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Acca Support to Hamet in Bahawalpur City
The Orangi Pilot Project (OPP) has always followed
a principle of not expanding its work beyond the
boundaries of its own city - Karachi. So instead of
opening offices in other cities and getting bigger
itself, the OPP has replicated its "component-sharing"
infrastructure delivery model (in which communities
themselves build and pay for their own underground
sewerage systems in their own lanes, on a self-help
basis, the OPP provides technical support and the
government does the work of connecting these
community-built sewers to the city's trunk sewer
system) by helping groups in other cities set up their
own organizations, replicate the OPP model
themselves and develop in their own way.
HAMET is one of many OPP partner
organizations working in cities around Pakistan. The
small organization, which is making this ACCA
proposal, the Hafeez Arain Motivational &
Empowerment Trust (Hamet), is one of the OPP's
partner organizations. It has been helping HAMET
since its inception in 1998 by a group of people who
were all trained within the OPP. The OPP-RTI has
been providing a small core fund to support Hamet
extend the OPP-style component-sharing model of

low-cost sanitation in Bahawalpur City and its
replication in several towns of South Punjab State.
The following are the work of HAMET in
Bahawalpur City that has been completed:
•   January 2008 to June 2010 - Provision of
technical assistance in the form of organizing,
mapping, sewage planning, cost estimating and
during the project implementation of laying a total of
13,649 meters of underground sewers and installing
latrines for 484 households in 85 lanes in 3 informal
"katchi abadi" colonies. The total cost of this work,
all of which was paid for by the residents themselves,
comes to US$18,955 ($8,825 for the lane sewers and
$10,130 for the latrines). That works out to just $39
per household!
•   Partnership with local government to plan
new sanitation schemes and rehabilitate existing
sanitation schemes in the city;
•   Training of similar groups to replicate the
OPP-style "component-sharing" scheme in three
other cities (Khair Pur Tamewali, Lodhran and
Yazman). These partner organizations have assisted
262 households in 45 lanes to lay 6,093 meters of
underground sewers and install latrines in all 262
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houses. The total cost of this work, which was
entirely paid for by the residents themselves, was
US$ 16,057 (for both lane sewers and latrines in the
houses). That works out to $61 per household.
Now HAMET's work has matured and is
expanding. Their funding support needs are beyond
what the OPP-RTI can provide. This proposal seeks
funds of US$7,600 to support the expansion of
HAMET's work for one year starting January 2011.
HAMET has five full-time staff that includes a
field engineer, a social organizer, an accounts officer,
an office assistant, a driver and three volunteers. The
$7,600 proposed from ACCA will be used to support
the following work of HAMET:
•   Community mobilization and advocacy;
•   Technical support to communities such as
surveying,
mapping,
planning,
estimating,
supervising and training; and,
•   Documentation and publication.
Comments on the
Bahawalpur project from Perween
This project from Pakistan is very important!
Within two years’ time and with very little budget,
HAMET has been able to develop the capacity to also
support groups in nearby towns. Sometimes, people
just want to rise themselves vertically, but this group
has shown the capacity to expand horizontally, to link
with and train others who are interested in replicating
the OPP-style component-sharing" model in poor
communities on other towns. So this is not just an
organization helping the communities in that city to
do their sewers and upgrade their settlements, but it is
also the core team that provides the training and
guidance support, within a very small budget, to
other nearby towns and cities. So this small budget
from ACCA will be helping in both the city of
Bahawalpur itself, and in these other nearby towns
which HAMET is linking with. That's the bonus. I
think a little support from ACCA would be not just in
terms of money, but it would also give them a chance
to be exposed to meetings, and to link them up with
all the other groups in the larger Asia process
-because this group also has community architects,
does community mapping, provides technical
guidance, etc.
For further information:
Muhammad Khalid Warraich
Chairman,
Hafeez Arain Motivational & Empowerment Trust
(HAMET)
Bahawalpur, Pakistan
hamet.sp@gmail.com
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Karachi: The Housing Imperative
By Arif Hasan
(16 June 2011)
Thirty six point seven percent of Karachi’s land
is currently utilized for residential purposes: 27
percent has been developed formally and 8.1 percent
informally. The development process for the rest
(which is 1.6 percent) is unclear. Sixty two percent of
Karachi’s population lives on the 8.1 percent
informally developed land. Seventy two percent of
the informally developed settlements have been
regularized or are marked for regularization. As such,
in legal terms, they can no longer be classified as
informal.
Eighty percent of Karachiites live in plots of
120 square yards or less. Houses that are on plots of
between 400 and 2,000 square yards account for only
2 percent of the total housing stock. Yet, they occupy
about 20 percent of Karachi’s residential area.
Most
of
Karachi’s
phenomenal
post-independence
population
increase
was
accommodated by the creation of informal
settlements. Many of these settlements today are
close to the city’s employment zones and many have
become major centers of formal and informal
economic activity. The majority of them were
established in the 1960’s and 70’s and well up to the
mid-80’s they were purely working class settlements.
Their leaders, for the most part, were semi-literate
middle-aged men who used an archaic feudal
vocabulary (janab, hazoor, sharaf hasil hona,
niaz-mand) in their conversations and in their
correspondence with officialdom. At that time, there
were almost no schools and health facilities in these
settlements and very
few working women.
Small
entrepreneurs
catered to the needs of
the population and
generated subsistence
employment.
The
community leadership
and
its
members
lobbied intensely for

acquiring services and/or invested in building the
rudiments of physical infrastructure themselves.
Today these settlements are not exclusively
working class. A sizeable number of the younger
generation, both men and women, has acquired skills
and education. They are teachers, bank managers, IT
professionals, and white-collar employees in the
formal services sector. Suzuki loads of women go to
work in garment and packaging factories and a large
number work as contract labor in their homes. Water
supply, sewage, gas and electricity are available and
the settlements contain private schools and health
services and also beauty parlors, cyber cafes and
marriage halls on the pattern of the middle income
areas of the city. Meanwhile, the leadership is young
and educated and has shed its feudal vocabulary of
janab and hazoor in favor of “uncle” and “aunty”,
and that too is English.
The issue for these settlements is no longer one
of a provision of services but of effective operation,
management and maintenance of utilities and the
provision of improved social sector facilities. So, the
emphasis has to shift and support has to be provided
for the consolidation of the social revolution that has
taken place.
Up to the 90s, developing an informal
settlement was a joint venture of an informal
developer, staff and officials of relevant agencies
with occasional support from politicians. Today, the
creation of almost all informal settlements is backed
by aggressive political patronage, increasingly ethnic
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in nature because of which many home seekers are
reluctant to invest in them. Meanwhile, settlements
without such patronage are insecure in every sense of
the word.
The new low income settlements are far away
from employment zones, which make it very difficult
for women to work. Surveys show that people living
in these settlements spend three to four hours
travelling from home to work and back. Travel costs
vary between Rs 56 to Rs 100 per day. In addition,
there are social costs as well. Due to time spent in
travelling, men cannot give time to their families and
are tired and ill because of travelling in
environmentally degraded and uncomfortable
conditions.
Although land for housing is available in
informal or semi-formal settlements, expanding
families cannot access it easily as they did before this
decade. The reason is that the cost of land in a newly
developed katchi abadi in 1992 for one square meter
was 1.7 times the cost of daily wage for unskilled
labor at that time. Today, it is 40 times the cost of the
daily wage for unskilled labor today. Meanwhile,
similar increases have taken place in construction
costs and in rental accommodation.
As a result of these factors, the only affordable
and secure option for an increasing number of
families is to build upwards, densifying their
settlements. Areas, such as Nawalane in Lyari, which
in 1992 had a density of 620 persons per hectare,
have a density of over 3,250 persons per hectare
today. Similar conditions are emerging in most of the
older informal settlements and in many formal
settlements as well. Apartment complexes which had
an average of 5 to 6 persons per apartment living in
them a decade ago, now often have 12 to 15 persons.
Although, high densities have numerous advantages
for city and infrastructure planning, the abnormally
high densities emerging in the older settlements of
Karachi are creating immense social and physical
problems. These include family quarrels, rebellion
among children and adolescents, promiscuity,
inconvenience for married couples, breakdown of
community cohesion, problems in use of toilets and
kitchens which increasingly have to be shared, and an
increasing gap in water demand and supply.
Statistics given earlier in this article present the
stark inequities in Karachi’s residential land-use.
Uncontrolled densification as a result of a lack of
options, and a push of the lower income groups to the
periphery, will only add to Karachi’s strife. Properly
located and secure housing is an important ingredient
for reducing conflict and inequity. This can be done if
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the large chunks of government land within the city
proper are made available for low income housing.
This housing can be easily subsidized through market
and other mechanisms. This is doable provided the
will to build corruption-free institutions required for
doing it are created. We have no option but to move
in this direction, and for the sake of Karachi’s future
generations, one hopes that it will be sooner than
later.
The author is an architect in private practice in
Karachi.
For further information:

arifhasan@cyber.net.pk
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Structural Reform and Societal Values
ByArif Hasan	
 
(24 January 2011)
The creation of a more tolerant society in
Pakistan (and which does not necessarily mean
liberal) is simply not possible without removing the
causes of the country’s under-development,
increasing poverty and a growing sense of alienation
for the vast majority of its citizens.
An increase in the number of PhDs, private
universities, O and A level schools, flyovers,
expressways, cars, mobile phones, TVs and malls,
alone, do not create development or end deprivation.
For those who thought otherwise, the 2005
earthquake
(which
showed
how
terribly
under-developed we are) and the repercussions of the
recent floods (which flooded our towns and highways
with a terrible poverty and deprivation), should be an
eye opener.
Our increasing reliance on NGOs to bring about
social and economic change in society is also
misplaced. Most NGO work consists in applying
balm to the wounds inflicted by poverty and
deprivation, rather than challenging their causes. And,
if they did challenge the causes, it is more than
possible that they and their consultants would have
no funding from their foreign, and in many cases,
local donors, including the corporate sector. In
addition, except for a few cases,
NGO programmes are a drop in
the turbulent sea of social change,
conflict
and
near
famine
conditions that prevail in the
country.
Pakistan desperately needs
major structural reforms if the
emerging alienation related crisis
is to be averted. The initiation of
these reforms can create the
conditions for the slow evolution
of a more rational and humane
society. However, it has to be
understood that there are no quick
fixes for this issue.

The Pakistan state is obsessed with taxation
related reforms whereas reforms are needed in all
development related sectors. The most important of
these are related to land tenure and ownership of
property. The current counter-productive political
discourse would change completely if the
government could announce the following: One,
muzaras on all state and military farms are to be
given ownership rights. Two, all remaining state land
on lease and/or wasteland in the rural areas, is to be
divided among landless cultivators. Three, all state
land, illegally occupied by powerful vested interests
(some estimate this at over 2 million acres), in both
the rural and urban areas will not be given property
rights. Instead it will be recovered by the state. In the
rural areas, it will be distributed among the landless
cultivators, and in the urban areas it will be used for
housing the homeless poor through a loan program.
In addition, the katchi abadi regularization cut-off
date will be revised in favor of the katchi abadi
dwellers. And four, provincial commissions,
consisting of respected and knowledgeable citizens,
supported by bureaucrats will be formed to initiate a
just and equitable land and property settlement
process in both rural and urban areas.
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It is difficult for the state, as it is constituted
today, to implement such a program. However, such
an announcement alone would mobilize people and
reduce the sense of alienation. Even if the state does
not make such an announcement, civil society
activists should come together with relevant interest
groups, to press for such an agenda.
If supported by independent and relevant
research, which is almost non-existent in this country,
they will succeed in making this an issue. This is
because the situation in Pakistan today is very
different from what it was when the Ayub and Bhutto
land reforms were announced or when the katchi
abadi regularization plan was launched in 1973.
Today, the traditional clan based governance systems
then in force, are being challenged along with their
value systems. This challenge, apart from the
geo-politically generated conflicts we live with, is the
main cause for the huge increase in clan and family
feuds and honor killings but also for the increasing
number of court marriages and an increasing number
of educated and working women in society. Also, the
state institutions are weaker today than ever before;
thanks to deregulation and neo-liberal restructuring.
Then, the haves, have more today than ever before;
but in spite of this, they are insecure in their ghettos,
surrounded by armed guards and security systems.
Meanwhile, the have nots have more awareness today
than ever before, and have shown in numerous cases
that they can now organize to negotiate with
knowledge and understanding, and if required, fight
for their rights. And finally, educated angry young
men and women have returned from colleges and
universities to their small towns and villages, with
difficult to meet middle class aspirations. The above
situation is explosive and demands reform. Apart
from governance issues, quality education, a road to
each village, electricity in every home can transform
Pakistan completely. This is doable and the rest will
follow as a natural consequence.
The education sector has been studied to death
and its reform parameters are staring us in our face.
The question is, can we make difficult choices for the
well-being of our people at a small expense of our
elite? Also, contrary to popular belief, there is no
shortage of funds for physical infrastructure. Every
year Annual Development Plan funds lapse or one
spent hurriedly in an ad-hoc manner in the last few
weeks of the financial year on roads and other
infrastructure projects. In addition, infrastructure
costs undertaken by the state contractors’ cost more
than five to six times the cost of labour and materials
involved, and in some cases, where IFI funds are
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available, many times more. And finally, the NGO
Thardeep has proved that solar energy can be used to
electrify villages at an affordable cost.
The big question is, can civil society link up
with the people of Pakistan to promote a reform
agenda whose natural consequence could be, if
properly researched and organized, a happier country
with more humane societal values?
For further information
Arch. Arif Hasan
37 D Mohd Ali Society, Karachi 75350, Pakistan
arifhasan@cyber.net.pk
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The Task Force on Urban Development
Executive Summary
The Planning Commission as well as the
Planning and Development Division of the
Government of Pakistan constituted the Task Force
on Urban Development in June 2010. It is tasked to
review existing urban conditions in the country and
establish broad principles for formulating a national
urban policy. Headed by Mr. Arif Hasan, the Task
Force, comprising eminent professionals from
various urban development disciplines, has explored
major challenges confronting the cities and framed
broad parameters to address the issues.
In the introduction, the report highlights the
biggest urban challenge facing Pakistan as the
accelerated population growth of towns and cities. It
is estimated that 55 to 60 million more people will be
added to urban areas by the year 2030. The growing
urbanization has positioned cities to play exceedingly
important role in the national economic and social
development and, therefore, the process needs to be
supported and managed efficiently. The cities have
been visualized as places of culture, learning and
ideas whose development is based on principles
promoting harmony, productivity, efficiency,
creativity and equity.
Exploring the state of urbanization in the
country, the report states its impacts both in terms of
its costs and benefits. The cities are now contributing
overwhelmingly to the country’s GDP (over 78
percent). But accelerating urbanization has also
aggravated urban deficit, which is eroding livability,
productivity and efficiency of urban areas and
degrading urban ecology. Additionally, urban poverty
is on the rise and the increasing gap between rich and
poor is leading to growing social instability and
discontent among a large segment of society,
particularly the youth. The report suggests reframing
urban strategies aiming at inclusive and holistic urban
development.
The changing structure of the economy indicates
that in Pakistan economic growth has been
increasingly driven by the manufacturing and
services sectors based in large cities where informal
sector dominates. According to the Competitiveness

Report 2009, Pakistan ranks high in the cost
of ’doing business‘. It has, therefore, been suggested
to improve the business environment and
competitiveness and promote local urban economy
through expanding inner-city markets, promoting
cluster development, improving urban governance,
providing skill development, allowing autonomous
local governments and managing power shortages.
A high unemployment rate, increase in food and
fuel prices and a deteriorating law and order situation
in urban areas have been the major contributing
factors of urban poverty. The report recommends
tackling urban poverty through sustained initiatives
with a focus on technical education, vocational
training and skill development of its youth and the
workforce.
Almost all the cities in the country are faced
with acute shortage of land which has resulted in
extremely high land prices and, thus, stalled the pace
of urban development. The raw land is held by
influential groups who tend to hoard it for speculative
purposes. Additionally, dispensation of available land
is often wasteful due to flaws in existing land use
regulations, planning standards and the prevalent
informal processes. The report argues that other
sources of urban land supply should be explored for
efficient use of existing land resources such as
unlocking land in the custody of government and
resorting
to
high
density
compact
city
development/re-development.
In view of the legal context following the 18th
Amendment in the Constitution, it has been argued
that the local/city governments would now largely
undertake urban development. Therefore, efforts
should be made to bring greater administrative and
financial autonomy for the local governments in the
ongoing restructuring process.
Evaluating the efficacy of planning and zoning
regulations,
development
standards,
land
registration/transfer procedures, rent control laws,
property taxation, etc., it has been brought out that
the flaws in the regulatory framework have severely
constrained land supply and abnormally raised its
prices given the strong demand for businesses and
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residences to locate in cities. Also, these have
seriously affected the quality of architecture and
urban design and suppressed initiatives for design
creativity and excellence. The Task Force
recommends a thorough review of the existing laws
and procedures and suitable amendments where
required.
The analytical review of urban infrastructure
services shows that the problem is not as much of
quantitative shortages as of inequitable coverage,
where principal sufferers are poor and low-income
groups. Besides, there are also problems of defective
infrastructure, poor quality of service delivery and
low level of cost recovery. The review argues that the
present focus on expanding urban infrastructure
should shift to increasing productivity and efficiency
of the existing networks by reforming the institutions
that manage the infrastructure and facilitating them to
adopt innovative engineering and maintenance
techniques.
The Task Force notes that the cities are losing
the infrastructure that supports and promotes social,
cultural and entertainment activities such as art
galleries, theatre, cinemas, exhibition halls, fair and
festival grounds, parks and playing fields, public
meeting places, city halls, tea and coffee houses, art
schools and libraries. The cultural space has greatly
shrunk for common citizens excepting the elite. It is
thus crucial that city development strategies should
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focus on creating multi-class public spaces by way of
promoting high density and convivial living.
Analyzing the housing situation it has been
noted that towns and cities face huge housing
shortage of about 2.7 million housing units. It is
argued in the report that government’s role in meeting
the housing shortages should be supportive. The state
needs to promote the housing process in the private
sector (formal and informal) through ensuring
availability of properly serviced housing sites and
access to housing finance and building technology,
promoting high density and mixed land use housing
and relaxing taxation and rental restrictions.
Exploring urban transport, it is observed that
while commuting between and within cities has
increased manifold, an efficient public transport
system has not been developed. Public bus service
has deteriorated over time due to low returns. A
phenomenal growth of personal motor vehicles and
small commercial vehicles has followed to meet the
demand, which has outstripped the carrying capacity
of the urban road systems resulting in congestion and
increased level of air pollution. It has been suggested
that the solutions to traffic and transport problems
need not to be sought in building costly urban
freeways and unaffordable rail-based mass transit
systems but by managing traffic better through
simpler solutions and putting in place good quality
and affordable bus-based public transport system.
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Assessing the state of environmental
degradation in urban areas, it is felt that increasing
urbanization, motorization and industrialization has
placed urban environment, built as well as natural,
under tremendous stress. The growing degradation
has adversely affected all environmental elements
such as air, water, noise level, sanitation, aesthetics
and ecology. A number of green remedial initiatives
have been suggested such as making buildings energy
efficient, use of cleaner fuel (e.g. CNG) in transport,
promoting compact urban pattern.
Security of life and property, including security
from accidents (fire, disaster, building collapse,
terrorism, etc.) has deteriorated due to a breakdown
in law and order. Due to governance failure, besides
other socio-economic factors, various interest groups
and mafias, sectarian and ethnic groups have emerged

in urban areas. They fragment society, cause conflicts
and encourage violence and disturbances. The Task
Force calls for making urban governance system
more responsive, efficient and accountable, and
identifies two essential prerequisites--political power
to administer and trained manpower to run the system.
Additionally, the report points out, the society must
be convinced of the importance of these reforms and
should endorse the measures.
For further information:
Arch. Arif Hasan
37 D Mohd Ali Society, Karachi 75350, Pakistan
Tel/Fax [92-21] 452-23 61

arifhasan@cyber.net.pk
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The Technical Training Resource Center (TTRC)
And ACCA Support

The Technical Training Resource Center nurtured by
Orangi Pilot Project- Research Training Institute
OPP-RTI, evolved as a support organization on the
ground aimed at improving building quality at
affordable prices. Its main area of work remains in
Karachi although it has provided assistance in
mapping and surveying to the OPP-RTI for the
master plan of two cities. Hala and Sinjhoro.	
 
The TTRC came into existence as new needs
evolved from OPP-RTI and its partners such as
surveying, planning, and mapping support. Its
training programs are multi-faceted. It involves
training for different groups involved in the
construction process, including youth and
professionals from other organizations. Training for
masons is aimed at those directly involved in the
construction of the houses. The follow up and long
term monitoring undertaken by the TTRC, are
important aspects of its support to community
members, masons and other actors. The sites are
visited regularly and, once building is completed,
every month or two to resolve existing problems.
The final part of the training program is for area
mapping and documenting of communities for the
OPP-RTI partners. At the neighborhood level,
community planning allows people to converse with
government’s officials in language that both
understand. Having a map increases the possibility
for communities to negotiate with government for
infrastructure or land tenure.
Support for TTRC from ACCA
The founder and main driving force behind the
TTRC is Siraj Uddin, who is part of the OPP-RTI
team. Though they have been working very hard to
give people this technical support, and get some fees
from the communities, always there is an element
that they need a little support. So the success of that
group is very important for others to be mobilized to

do something like that. The TTRC's success has
given rise to two more groups in Karachi, to work as
community architects and becoming institutions that
are rooted in their communities and their cities. At
this moment, TTRC are also training young girls in
the poor settlements in Karachi. They are helping the
communities in flood-affected areas. So the support
from ACCA and their exposure to the larger Asian
community architects network is also very important.
What makes this proposal especially interesting
is that TTRC is not a group of middle-class
professionals and architects, but its members all
come from the Orangi informal settlement. TTRC
was set up in 2000 by two young high school
graduates from Orangi who had been trained at the
PP-RTI to become "para- community architects. They
continue to work closely with OPP-RTI. They now
have a 6 full time and 3 part-time staff. Despite
their efforts to work effectively on a very low budget,
they continue to struggle to keep their young
organization running and face a budget shortfall of
about US$ 9,500 every year.
Comments:
Somsook : So far, most of the ACCA project
proposals from Pakistan are designed the other way
around, from other countries. In the Pakistan projects
from OPP and their partner groups, they ask for funds
to support the software (the process and the support
for professionals and technical staff), and the
communities pay for the hardware (the projects)
themselves.
Diana Mitlin : The funding may support the
software and not the hardware, but the results of
these projects, on the ground, are good and have
scale,
For further information:

opprti@cyber.net.pk
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Bikol Cities and Urban Municipalities Sharing

(A Continuing Learning Mechanism on
Good Governance and Security of Tenure since 1994)
Background
The Bikol Cities and Urban Municipalities
Sharing on Social Housing and Urban Development
Strategies started in 1994 and inspired by the
Training Advisory Program of the Asian Coalition on
Housing Rights (ACHR). It is a collective effort of
the local government unit (LGU), people’s
organizations, the church, and non-government
organizations (NGO) for partnership building and
nurturing participative governance in the Bikol
Region. The Partnership of Philippine Support
Service Agencies (PHILSSA) has always supported
this mechanism through the Bikol Urban Poor
Colloquium (BUPC) with the Community
Organization of the Philippine Enterprise (COPE)
serving as the secretariat.
The City of Naga hosted the first assembly of
LGUs in the Bikol Region with the goal of sharing
programs and strategies adopted by LGUs in
responding to the issues of secure tenure and housing
of the growing urban poor population in the region.
The cities of Iriga, Sorsogon, Legazpi, Naga and
Ligao hosted subsequent editions with their own
forum and workshops. Said initiatives were always

in coordination with the Bicol Urban Poor
Coordinating Council (BUPCC) and the Bicol Urban
Poor colloquium (BUPC) which are both supported
by PHILSSA.
Good Urban Governance and
Secure Tenure Campaign and UDHA
A milestone of this series of sharing fora was the
Good Urban Governance (GUG) and Secure Tenure
(ST) Campaign on September 2002. This was
launched with a motorcade from Legazpi City to
Naga City and attended by the regional housing
agencies, the city Mayors and Vice Mayors, the urban
poor sector and the NGOs supportive of the basic
sectors. A covenant was signed and codified by the
stakeholders as a manifestation of their commitment
for the realization of good governance and secure
tenure of the marginalized sectors in the Bikol
Region.
The sharing forum in 2003 featured updates on
UDHA implementation in the context of good
governance and secure tenure. A covenant was
signed by the stakeholders. These included
monitoring tools and reports on programs initiated by
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LGUs in relation to the GUG and ST covenant.
Subsequent Bikol Cities Sharing had been adopted by
the Bikol League of Cities.
Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR)
The successful and well participated sharing in
Ligao City was focused on Disaster Risk Reduction
(DRR) and urban planning framework. A covenant
was again signed reiterating the principles of the
previously approved covenants, this time with a
special focus on DRR and Climate Change
Adaptation. This was held on August 12-13, 2008
with the theme:”Bicol Cities Redesigning
Relationship with Nature and Energy through
Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) and Climate Change
Adaptation Initiatives”. It was also during the said
activity in Ligao that Tabaco City was nominated as
the next Bikol cities sharing host, and Mayor Crisel
Lagman graciously accepted.
Gender Issues on Urban and Rural Settlements
The working theme for the March 2009 sharing
was Gender Issues on Urban and Rural Settlements
which coincided with themes associated with the
month of March - Women’s Month as well as
UDHA Month. The population management and
reproductive health issue was taken as part of the
bigger pictures of Millenium Development Goals
(MDG) and UDHA.
It also focused on the
utilization of the Gender and Development (GAD)
budget and other gender issues and concerns.
On March 13-14, 2009, the forum was
successfully hosted by the City of Tabaco with the
theme “MDG & GAD Compliance: Issues &
Challenges”. Dr. Mary Racelis, Prof. Leling Briones
and Ms Tessie Fernandez were among the resource
persons. A CD containing the inputs during the
sharing was distributed to every participating group
and LGU right after the workshop. The overall
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objective for the workshop in Tabaco was to provide
a venue for sharing experiences, challenges and
learning insights on the processes and mechanism in
the implementation/localization of MDG, GAD
budget utilization and other related pro-poor and
pro-women international and local laws and
protocols.
The following were accomplished during the
workshop: (a) identified enabling measures for
gender mainstreaming and GAD budget utilization at
the local level in order to improve social services and
secure assets (land & economic empowerment) for
women and children in the urban-rural poor housing
settlements. (b) shared common strategies and
challenges of stakeholders (people’s organizations,
non-government organizations, Church, government)
in responding to gender issues and concerns in their
work of providing social services and shelter security
to the poor population of their respective cities and
urban municipalities.
Land and Housing Options for the Poor and
Good Governance and Social Housing
The theme for the 14th Series hosted by Legazpi
City on October 29-30, 2009 was “Participatory Land
and Housing Options for the Poor in the Context of
Urban Development”. The keynote speaker was Vice
President Noli de Castro and the resource persons
were: Prof. Ernesto Serote who discussed “Social
Justice in Urban Development and the Housing
Planning Framework”, Mr. Benedict Balderama who
presented the “Trends and Status, Opportunities and
Threats of Urbanization” and SALIGAN whose
representative presented “Urban Poor Ejectment
Cases and the Paradigm Shift in Resolving
Secure Tenure of the Urban Poor”.
The 15th Series was hosted again by the City of
Legazpi and focused on: “Building Partnership for
Good Governance and Social Housing: Defining a
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Multi-stakeholders Platform for LGC & UDHA
Compliance”. This series focused on developing
participative good governance and housing
framework as a priority concern. Learning themes
reiterated for inclusion by the Bikol League of City
Mayors in a caucus meeting last October 29, 2010 in
St. Elise were as follows: Climate Change and
DRR, Crisis Management and the wide range of
governance thematic issues and concerns discussed in
the National Forum facilitated by DILG on October
26, 2010. (The National Forum celebrated 20 years of
local autonomy in the Philippines.)
Social Housing for Informal Settlers
The Bikol Cities sharing (16th series) this year
will focus on concrete projects and opportunities on
Social Housing for IFS. Naga City will be the host.
Targeted output is for those LGUs with Shelter Plans
and/or Urban Poor Programs and with identified sites
for Localized Community Mortgage Program or
Community Mortgage Program, that these will be
submitted to the Social Housing Finance Corporation.
Convergence of the On Site Development and
Resettlement Shelter Strategies for housing the IFS as
implemented by participating LGUs will be the core
topic of the sharing in the plenary.
A crucial preparation for this event is priming
the LGUs to comply with basic requirements to
venture into social housing and tap SHFC-LCMP
window as funding opportunity. Inviting NGOs to be
a LCMP Mobilizer (an assisting NGO which helps
urban poor associations in accessing financing for
acquiring land under the CMP) is also important.
LCMP Naga will be featured as a case in point to
identity bottlenecks and analyze the pitfalls and
facilitating factors on securing the LCMP LOG
(Letter of Guarantee) and take out (loan release) of
the project.
LGU Legazpi will be invited to present the
current status of the CMP projects in Legazpi. The
Foundation for the Development of the Urban Poor
plus other CMP Mobilizers (FDA, MDF, etc) will
help in the orientation of the NGOs who expressed
interest to be a Mobilizer. Bilateral meetings with
LGUs with ready social housing sites will already be
conducted by SHFC, DILG and PHILSSA.
For the 16th Bikol Cities Sharing series the
steering and organizing committee aims to plan for a
more systematic and programmatic learning themes
for a tripartite partnership (Government, People’s
Organization, Non-Government Organization) and

the institutionalization of the cities and urban
municipalities sharing mechanism. A preview of all
the Cities Sharing will be presented and a photo
gallery will be set up to try to establish the
beginnings of the sharing mechanism as a learning
tool for the major stakeholders in the Bikol Region
working for good governance, housing and the right
to a space in the city by the poor. Part of the design of
this series is for the participating cities and
municipalities to give testimony on the effects and
impact of the series of Cities Sharing on good
governance and social housing in their respective city
or municipality.
For further information
cope@globalink.net
jovicenteangeles@yahoo.com
cope@mydestiny.net
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Girl with A Dirty Face
By Denis Murphy
The closer we got to the Ulingan area of Tondo, the
worse it looked. This awful area is near the
Temporary Housing site along R-10, Tondo. When
we were within 100 meters of the area we could see
the dark smoke rising from the 100 charcoal kilns. A
little closer and the smoke grabbed at our throats, as
tear gas does. Still closer we could see men laboring
in the dark wooden shacks that house the kilns; we
could hear their coughing. Finally we were in among
the kilns and stacks of fuel wood and there were
small children all around us in the darkness, gleaning
for bits of charcoal and rusted nails, breathing in that
smoke.
There are many truly inhumane living places in
Metro Manila, but Ulingan is as bad as any and can
serve as a symbol of slums and as a symbol of the
efforts of poor people in the slums to have a better
life.
We met a group of young girls who were
leaving the kilns after scavenging there. Our eyes fell
on one young girl whose name is Jennifer who is 10
years old and still in Grade 1. She is short and thin,
but what catches a person’s attention is the greasy
black dirt from the charcoal and smoke on her young
face. On impulse I reached out to wipe away the filth.
Her skin was cool and smooth as a baby’s skin, but I
couldn’t remove the dirt. She earns P70 for a half rice

sack of charcoal pieces and P17 for a kilo of nails.
The girls seemed wary of us. This is the general area
where GMA Reporter’s Notebook found 12 and 13
year-old prostitutes.
The Ulingan area and the land all around it is
leased to Reghis Romero by the National Housing
Authority, we were told by the residents. No one
there has seen the lease, so no one knows what its
purpose and terms are. Why are such leases offered?
Was there notice in the media of the granting of such
leases? What responsibilities does the lessee incur for
the poor people living on the land? The lessees
appear to feel free to move the people around as they
wish, but is that power granted in the lease?
The people asked us to help, so we told them to
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write to NHA asking for a copy of the lease. Our
lawyer at Urban Poor Associates, Atty. Ritche
Esponilla, wrote a cover letter asking the NHA
General Manager Chito Cruz to respond within the
time allotted in law. Insecurity on the land, such as
that of the people of Ulingan, is a major problem
faced in all the slums. The kiln workers went to the
NHA recently to follow-up on their letter.
Ulingan is also a symbol of the bare survival
economy the people are trapped in. The jobs they
have are really unsuitable for human beings. The men
laboring in the kilns are trading the health of their
lungs for a few years employment. In the dumpsite
nearby they sort and package for sale to middlemen
the recyclable garbage of Manila. They live and work
among piles of sorted garbage. Men, women and
children should have better jobs. Working with
charcoal and garbage can poison not only the body,
but also the soul, killing all sense that there can be a
better world.
We have worked there for several years along
with NGOs and churches, but we have achieved little.
We have tried several initiatives and we are
experimenting now, we and the workers, with a
modern four-unit kiln that will replace the old kilns
and produce charcoal of finer quality, using
inexpensive coconut husks rather than costly wood,
and which will trap the smoke in pipes where it
condenses into a liquid used in fertilizers, soaps and
perfumes, which, we were told, is even more valuable
than charcoal. Cardinal Gaudencio Rosales has
promised to help us. It is a small step toward a better
life for the people. The children will be safe from
lung diseases and little girls won’t have dirty faces
any more. Jobs are the way out of poverty, but they
should not destroy the health of the workers or their
hope in a better future.
Ulingan is a symbol also of the lack of basic
necessities in the slums. The people are denied access
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to electricity by the NHA
simply because they are
illegal occupiers of the land,
or squatters. Probably it is
illegal to do so. Water and
light are basic human needs
and cannot be denied to men,
women and children. The
people of the area will meet
and discuss what to do about
the electricity.
The people of Ulingan
have no security on this
government land where they
live. They are moved around
like chess pawns by the lessees. Their houses are
indistinguishable from the dirty shacks in which the
kilns are located. They have degrading work. One
thing that might rescue the men and women from
despair would be to see that their children have a
better life, but they see little hope of that.
The children should be in school. The families
should have enough clean inexpensive water so that
women and men can bathe every day and clean the
children well and wash away the foul smell of
charcoal and makeshift toilets. They need light so
children can study at night and so houses are safe
from thieves and so families can have fans to drive
away the mosquitoes.
Most tragic of all are the children like Jennifer.
What chance does a small, thin child have in this
world with only a year of schooling and a dirty face?
For further information:
Denis Murphy
Urban Poor Associates.
upa@pldtdsl.net.
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Manavila Housing Program
Help-O after the tsunami disaster on 26
December 2004 organized a recovery plan for
squatter families who lived on the Ceylon Railways
in the 100-meter buffer land and who were not
registered.
ACHR (Asian Coalition for Housing Rights)
agreed to provide financial assistance for purchasing
a land through the ACCA program. This money
was supposed to be repaid, in order to set up a
revolving fund from which more loans to homeless
people can be provided. ACHR provided Rs.2.5
Million and to this amount HELP-O added a loan of
Rs.3.4 million to buy the land. ANPAS (an Italian
organization) provided financial support to build 27
houses in Manavila Southern Court Land.
HELP-O started the program but after a while
the Department of Civil Protection (DCP) took over
the construction and gave the construction to a
private company. The cost became much higher than
the first estimate. The houses built by the private
company were of poor quality and the people
complained; the company did not improve the houses
but the donor decided to hand over the houses to the

people.
After the rainy season most of the people
needed to repair the houses and the toilets.
Most of the drainage were totally destroyed and
the mud got inside the houses. The residents had to
pay for the mistakes of the company. When the
organization collected the installments of the loan
most people complained to the Government but
finally the people agreed to repay the loan.
The other problems were water, livelihood and
place of worship. The community needed to look for
financial support to connect to the government water
line. Also, the site chosen by the people was far
from the town so that some of them had problems
with their livelihood. Lastly, the Muslim people were
unhappy due to the lack of a mosque.
.
For further information
People’s Company
No. 364/ 18 A, Samagi Mawatha, Dangedara, Galle
Sri Lanka
Email: hldpcsl@yahoo.com
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Four Regions Slum Network (FRSN),
Human Settlement Foundation (HSF) and
Community Organization for People’s Action (COPA)
Summary of Work with the
Urban Poor in Thailand
2010
Four Regions Slum Network (FRSN) is a
movement of the urban poor that was established to
solve the problems of land and housing, develop the
quality of life of the urban poor, and advocate for
social justice together with other people’s movements.
In 2010, FRSN and its two support NGOs (HSF and
COPA) succeeded in carrying out the work described
below.
Solving the Problem of Land and Housing
FRSN Homeless Group
There are around 1,100 people who are
homeless and living in public places in Bangkok. The
Human Settlement Foundation (HSF), together with
FRSN, has been working with this group of people as
well as the homeless in Chiang Mai. It has now
established four homeless shelters, of which three are
in Bangkok (Talingchan Center, Suwit Watnoo Center
in Bangkok Noi, and the center near Mochit Bus
Terminal) and one is in Chiang Mai.
In 2010, the Thai government closed Sanam
Luang (the large public park area across from the
Grand Palace in Bangkok) for the second time to

carry out a development project, displacing the large
number of homeless people who sleep there at night.
FRSN and HSF became involved in solving the
problem of this displacement by working together
with the relevant state agencies to ensure that their
measures to support the displaced homeless
population were actually appropriate to the genuine
needs of the homeless. The fact that state agencies
sought out the cooperation of FRSN and HSF to
address this problem reflects the state’s recognition
and acknowledgement that FRSN and HSF’s
approach to homelessness is effective and correct.
The FRSN Homeless Group and HSF continued
their development activities with the homeless in
2010 with an aim to expanding the Homeless Group’s
membership base. The activities they conducted
include surveying and talking with homeless people
in public places during nighttime coffee rounds;
organizing forums to meet the homeless, in which
state agencies were drawn in to provide services,
such as health checkups and occupational training;
organizing a recyclable collectors’ group; operating a
cooperative store; and setting up a garbage bank.
Continuing work has also been done to secure
basic rights for the homeless, who are often unable to
access state services because they do not have
national identification cards or health insurance cards.
Therefore, the FRSN Homeless Group and HSF
carried out organizing work to make the collective
demand for the state to issue them health insurance
cards, and assisted in coordinating with state
authorities to have them issue national identification
cards to homeless people.
Another key development in the work of
FRSN’s Homeless Group in 2010 was the advocacy
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designed to pressure the government to adopt the Ban
Mankhong (Secure Housing) policy for the homeless
so that they can have secure housing in the future.
Concretely, FRSN and HSF are proposing that the
government allocate 52.7 million baht in budgetary
support for a pilot project involving the construction
of 200 units of housing for the homeless.
This budget can be broken down as follows:
80,000 baht per unit subsidy for land acquisition,
100,000 baht per unit subsidy for housing
construction, 55,000 baht per unit subsidy for
infrastructure, 4.7 million baht support for the
organizing and administrative processes, and 1
million baht support for welfare provisions. As a
result of FRSN and HSF’s advocacy on this issue, the
Ministry of Social Welfare and Human Security and
the Community Organizations Development Institute
(CODI) have now agreed in principle that the Ban
Mankhong policy should also be applied to FRSN’s
Homeless Group. FRSN and HSF’s proposal is
currently awaiting submission to the Council of
Ministers, and approval is expected within 2011.
While FRSN and HSF completed surveys of the
homeless in Bangkok in 2010, they also laid out
plans to expand their survey work in 2011 to two
additional locations in the area surrounding Bangkok,
as well as Khon Kaen, a major provincial city in the
northeast of Thailand. Expansion to Khon Kaen
would entail the beginning of more work with the
homeless in the provinces, in addition to the current
work FRSN and HSF are already doing in the
northern provincial city of Chiang Mai.
In Chiang Mai, the organizing work has resulted
in the formation of a core group of homeless people,
who since the middle of 2010 have been living in and
managing their own homeless shelter. Since
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achieving this greater degree of security of shelter,
the group has moved forward with supplemental
income activities to improve their quality of life by
starting up a cooperative store and a cooperative of
collectors of recyclable garbage. This recycling
cooperative has been able to arrange to purchase
garbage from schools in Chiang Mai, which
represents a more stable source of supplemental
income for the members of the Chiang Mai homeless
group. Over all, the homeless group in Chiang Mai
can now clearly see the advantage of coming together
as a group to solve common problems.
Land owned by the
State Railway of Thailand (SRT)
FRSN pushed for the Ministry of Transport and
the SRT to approve the lease of land by 11 FRSN
member communities so that they can move forward
with upgrading in accordance with the government’s
Ban Mankhong policy. When added to the previous
FRSN member communities that have already signed
lease agreements with the SRT, a total of 44 FRSN
communities have now signed leases with the SRT
for the land on which they were originally living, or
on nearby land, amounting to a total of 40.33 hectares.
Furthermore, these 44 communities have received
over 122 million baht in government budgetary
support for upgrading.
Public Land alongside Canals
FRSN, together with other organizations of poor
people united under the banner of the Thai Land
Reform Network (TLRN) pushed for the government
to adopt a policy on community land title deeds in
order to solve the problems of both rural and urban
landlessness among the poor. TLRN is demanding
that the government issue
community land title deeds in
pilot areas corresponding to 35
TLRN communities, including
four slum communities in
Bangkok that are FRSN
members,
namely
Petch
Khlongchan
(Beung
Kum
District), Rongwai (Suan Luang
District),
Luang
Wichit
(Kannayaw District), and the
Community behind Thong Lo
Police
Station
(Watthana
District). Currently, FRSN is in
the process of closely following
the issuing of community land
title deeds in these areas.
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Private Land
Communities located on private land often face
the problem of being evicted, since private land
owners usually want to use the land for commercial
benefit. The eviction process usually ends with the
use of the law to force the community to move away.
In 2010, FRSN pushed for the government,
represented by the Minister of Social Development
and Human Security, to mediate in negotiations with
landowners in order to solve the problems of four of
its member communities, namely the Community
behind Kitti Village, Waithong, On Nut 28, and
Piman Village Community.
In the case of the Community behind Kitti
Village, the negotiations were to postpone the
eviction and get CODI to expedite the purchase of
resettlement land. In the case of On Nut 28, the
negotiations were to get the land owner to ease
restrictions that had been imposed on access to the
community. As for Piman Village Community, the
Ministry of Social Welfare and Human Security and
CODI are currently negotiating with the landowner to
request permission to purchase a plot of land
approximately 1.6 hectares in size that is part of the
original community in a land sharing deal for the
community to be able to carry out upgrading through
the Ban Mankhong Program.
Work on Improving the
Quality of Life of FRSN Members
FRSN’s work on improving the quality of life of
its members in 2010 included organizing community
welfare, a funeral fund, garbage recycling, work on
health, and work with youth.
Organizing community welfare involved setting
up one-baht-per-day welfare groups. The money is
pooled and used as a fund for members’ health,
occupations, and children’s education. A group of
FRSN women from many communities are the ones

implementing this work.
The funeral fund is a central FRSN fund that
collects 20 baht per member every time a member
passes away. At present, the fund has 400 members.
In other words, in the event that a member passes
away, the relatives of the deceased will receive 8,000
baht for the funeral expenses.
The recycling activities originated from the
work of member of the Group to Develop
Communities under Bridges, which is one of the
member networks within FRSN. They creatively
adapted their original occupation from the time when
they were still living under bridges into activities
involving depositing recyclable garbage as savings,
bartering for goods with recyclable garbage, as well
as arranging for life insurance with recyclable
garbage in order to ameliorate the financial hardships
of community members.
In regard to FRSN’s work on health, a Health
Insurance Coordination Center was set up in the Zone
4 New Community of People Formerly Living under
Bridges in Sai Mai District, Bangkok, with the
support of the National Health Security Office. The
center’s purpose is to create an understanding about
health insurance, accessing the right to medical care,
and monitoring the standard of services in hospitals.
FRSN’s youth work involved the FRSN youth
group setting up community agricultural plots,
organizing a family camp and, together with the Siam
Cement
Foundation,
providing
educational
scholarships to FRSN youth.
Activities to Advocate for Social Justice
World Habitat Day Campaign 2010
On the first Monday of October 2010, 1,500
FRSN members held a campaign march to the UN
ESCAP Building to submit a demand that the UN
Secretary General use the moral authority of his
office to help stop the eviction of the communities
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around Boeung Kak Lake in Cambodia when he
traveled to Phnom Penh on 27-28 October 2010.
After leaving the UN ESCAP Building, FRSN
marched to the Government House, where FRSN
representatives conducted negotiations with Mr. Satit
Wongnongtaey, Minister to the Office of the Prime
Minister, and Mr. Issara Somchai, the Minister of
Social Development and Human Security. These
negotiations aimed at coming to an agreement about
the policy on issuing community land title deeds to
slum communities, the issuing of a ministerial
regulation easing the restrictions requiring an
easement on all sides of a plot of land on which a
house is built for Ban Mankhong Program
communities, the policy on land reform, establishing
a land bank, and implementing a progressive land
tax.
FRSN’s mobilization on World Habitat Day
resulted in the government promising to expedite the
issuing of the abovementioned ministerial regulation
pertaining to the easement by the end of 2010. At
present, the ministerial regulation is awaiting the
signature of the Minister of Interior prior to
publication in the Royal Gazette, which will give it
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the force of law.
Other Activities
Together with the Thai Land Reform Network
(TLRN), FRSN campaigned on the issues of
community land title deeds, the land bank, and
limiting land holdings through a progressive land tax.
FRSN supported struggle at the international
level as a member of Leaders and Organizers of
Community Organizations in Asia (LOCOA). In
2010, FRSN supported resistance to the eviction of
the communities around Boeung Kak Lake in Phnom
Penh, Cambodia, by protesting in front of the
Cambodian Embassy in Bangkok, sending
community organizers to provide advice to the
residents of Boeung Kak Lake, and exchanging
experiences about the struggle against eviction when
a group of Cambodian slum dwellers visited Bangkok
to learn about and see the work of FRSN.
For further information
copathai@yahoo.com
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NAM KHEM,
A Fisher Folk Village in the Midst of the
2004 Tsunami
(From Insecure and Badly Affected to a
Strong and More Prepared Community)

Introduction
In 2004, the Nam Khem Community, on the
Andaman coast of Southern Thailand, was devastated
by the tsunami. Thousands lost their lives and only
200 of the 1,566 houses were left. 350 from 420
fishing boats were destroyed. Before the tsunami hit,
the Nam Khem community was made up of 3,000
households and a population of 7,000 from all around
the country and Myanmar. Most of the people worked
separately in fisheries and as fisher folk.
In 2007, on the third anniversary of the tsumani,
Save Andaman Network (SAN) did a case study to
identify the lessons learned for the future of disaster
preparedness in Thailand. Slowly learning and
trying to reorganize themselves, Nam Khem helped
themselves by organizing temporary shelters,
mobilizing community groups, promoting a saving
scheme, setting up a community bank, promoting
occupational development, reconstructing new
houses and developing their community’s disaster
risk management plan.
Ten Important Lessons to Share about
Community Responses to Disasters

Determination and Commitment of the people as
an Important Precondition
The strong determination of the community
members to help each other ensured that all members
stayed together in the same temporary shelter where
they could look after each other and share their
resources. They determined to start a new life
together and insisted on remaining on the former land
rather than being relocated elsewhere. They believed
they could minimize the risk of this hazardous area
by developing their own community based disaster
management plan and other supporting development
activities. They exhibited a collective determination
to work together hand in hand. Tangible reflections of
this collective effort are seen in their capacity to run a
community coordination center, manage almost all
the affairs for relief and recovering housing projects
for the homeless and initiate a community disaster
management plan.
Alliances Built to Provide Continuous
Guidance and Support
Strong alliances were considered a necessary
factor for all the sectors, including the affected
communities, disaster victims as well as
governmental, private and voluntary relief
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organizations. The importance of
strong alliances was also evident in
how, through several networks,
many people shared experience and
advice and volunteered to help and
continue building the capacity of
the community’s human resources
and activities, individuals and
groups.
Continuous Expansion and
Establishment of Community
Groups
This expansion ranged from
the local and closely linked coffee
shop group to various occupational
groups. These provided a common
space to relieve stress, a positive
way to spend time, a way to prepare for any future
disaster and a way to plan effective services and
assistance to other disaster-affected victims. This
group mobilization was so important as it was a
prerequisite to any kind of activity. It helped to
promote brainstorming of many interesting ideas and
researching and planning things together, rather than
separately.
This was one of the conditions that so
successfully helped revive and strengthen the
community rapidly and systematically that it led to
the creation of the community’s coordination center.
Here, the villagers had a chance to invent, develop,
coordinate, and to establish all types of community
activity groups, a community development plan and a
homeless group. These would not have been
established without these community groups.

Study Group and Study Tour
Their eagerness for learning was reflected in
how whenever they found that they did not
understand or were unclear about a matter, they
would form a study group and search for a mentor
who had more experience and knowledge to come
and provide advice. Not only did they try to build up
their understanding and knowledge, they also took
the initiative to organize study tours where similar
activities had been carried out by others so that they
could learn from real experience. All the activities
that had been undertaken after the tsunami were new
and founded as a result of this learning process. It has
become a ‘community school’. The learning of the
people of the Nam Khem village reflected the
importance of learning and enthusiasm that brought
about their post tsunami revival.
Getting Hands on Experience
and
Applying Knowledge to Action
This is the heart of post
disaster rehabilitation process
along with the above four lessons
learned. Where there is will and
determination
together
with
support from allies and unity
among community members, there
is always a way. In Nam Khem,
the community learned and shared
knowledge and experience as well
as gained genuine experience by
taking action. The setting up of
their own temporary camp,
managing and providing all
services to their people which then
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expanded to various post disaster rehabilitation
activities led to the deep learning that is at the core of
what is called ‘The Real Thing’.
Mobilization of Funds, Finances and a Saving
Scheme
The mobilization of funds, finances and a saving
scheme became a successful community welfare
system. Aside from acting as an effective tool for
community mobilization, the saving scheme and Nam
Khem Village’s community fund increasingly
expanded to become more like a Village Bank for the
villagers. The groups that have been formed through
this mechanism range from the community’s Coffee
Council, Fish Cage Culture Group, Community
Boatyard, Wood Craft Group to the Homeless Group,
etc.
All of these have undergone the hands on
experience of sharing their financial incomes. In this
way, the mechanism acts as financial stock for the
community who knows and understands their own
needs and who are also directly and fully involved in
the management of their finances and fund raising,
the allocation of funds and the establishment of a
local welfare system that corresponds to the local
circumstances. It is a community’s life support
system that helped sustain small local development
initiatives similar to a local development bank and
the community’s welfare programme that is dynamic
and flexible.
Coordination and Communication
The consistent and active coordination and
communication with all relevant sectors without
delay is another special characteristic of Nam Khem’s

working group. They worked hard to collect and
systemize the data of all organizations that came to
help. The data included details of the organization,
who they were, what do they did and allowed them to
work actively with them whether they were private,
governmental, public, voluntary or international. All
of this data had been developed into a database.
The visit by the King of Denmark to support the
home reconstruction project for the Homeless Group
was one of the tangible results of their special skill of
organizing and communicating the data.
The community had been visionary in
developing future sustainable community plans
unlike many other affected communities that are in
turmoil and fighting each other over external help
which they desire for personal benefit. The Nam
Khem Village is beginning to have a vision of their
future much beyond the post disaster rehabilitation
phase. They are now focusing on developing their
community with balance and sustainability which
takes into account the physical environment, culture,
social and economic issues.
Support for the Youth in the Community
Currently, the youth in the community are
gaining support and are being encouraged to take part
in community activities so that they can in the future
become community leaders and take responsibility
for their community.
Community Disaster Management Plan
Community disaster management plan entailed
drills and constant practice to be conducted so as to
reflect commitment and awareness. It started out with
the commitment to stay safely in their homes and
involved the government’s official
disaster warning system. They
received an opportunity to
participate in training to boost the
concept and practice of community
disaster risk management. This
resulted in subsequent capacity
building skills such as training,
surveying, evaluating, designing
and assigning the roles and
responsibility
of
staff
and
volunteers. They have also been
disciplined in scheduling and
carrying out drills, drawing up
long term risk management plans,
creating local warning and
evacuation systems, mobilizing
resources as well as constructing
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an evacuation center and etc.
Compassion Towards other Victims
Compassion towards other victims and not
being narrow-mindedly focused only on themselves
is another imperative characteristic which has grown
wider and stronger. From realizations that a
coordinated body must be established, that food and
all support should be distributed and managed for
friends and others, Nam Khem went on to helping
other villages as the organizing body of not only all
tsunami affected villages but also every incoming
disaster and other schemes in community
participatory development.
Save Andaman Network
As a voluntary body, Save Andaman Network
(SAN) joined several organizations to facilitate and
support their own self organisation and learning
process in
capacity building. They listened and
observed, advised and bridged more friends for more
participation with the disaster victims.
For further information:
Bunchar Pongpanich, MD.
Chairperson of Save Andaman Network (SAN),
Thailand (2004-2006)
preedakong@hotmail.com
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How the System of Orchestra
Is Transforming Venezuela's Slum Children
The System of Orchestra is a publicly financed
voluntary sector music education program in
Venezuela, originally called “Social Action for
Music”. Its official name is “Fundación del Estado
para el Sistema Nacional de las Orquestas Juveniles e
Infantiles de Venezuela,” (Fesnojiv). In English, it is
the "National Network System of Youth and
Children's Orchestras of Venezuela" The System).
This system is a state foundation, which makes
possible watching over Venezuela's 125 youth
orchestras and the instrumental training programs.
In 1975, Venezuelan economist and musician
José Antonio Abreu founded Social Action for Music
and became its director eventually. Abreu has
navigated the program for the past 35 years through
ten different administrations, flourishing under both
the presidents during the 1980s and the leftist
administration of Hugo Chávez. Combining political
shrewdness with religious devotion, Abreu has
dedicated himself to an utopian dream in which an
orchestra represents the ideal society, in which the
sooner a child is nurtured in his
environment, the better for all
The
Venezuelan
government
began
fully
financing Abreu's orchestra
after it succeeded brilliantly at
an international competition in
1977 in Aberdeen, Scotland.
From the beginning, El
Sistema
fell
under
the
dominion of social-services
ministries, not the Ministry of
Culture,
which
has
strategically helped it to
survive. The current Chavez
administration has been the
most generous patron of El
Sistema, allocating for almost
its entire annual operating
budget as well as additional
capital projects.

The government's yearly budget for the music
program is $35 million, excluding the cost of
thousands of instruments imported from China and
Europe every year and given to the musicians
Abreu received the National Music Prize for his
work in 1979. He was then appointed as Special
Ambassador for the Development of a Global
Network of Youth and Children orchestras and choirs
by UNESCO in 1995, also as special representative
for the development of network of orchestras within
the framework of UNESCO's "World Movement of
Youth and Children Orchestras and Choirs".
Its network of 102 youth and 55 children's
orchestras (numbering approximately 100,000
youngsters) later came under the supervision of the
Ministry of Family, Health and Sports. As El Sistema,
its goal is to use music for the protection of
childhood through training, rehabilitation and
prevention of criminal behavior. The program is
known for rescuing young people in extremely
impoverished circumstances from the environment of
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drug abuse and crime into which they would likely
otherwise be drawn into.
In September 2007, President Hugo Chávez
announced on television a new government program,
Misión Música, designed to provide tuition and
music instruments to Venezuelan children, with
Abreu as part of the TV program.[8]
An important product of El Sistema is the
Simon Bolivar Youth Orchestra (Orquesta Sinfónica
Simón Bolívar). In 2007, this orchestra made its
debut at Carnegie Hall and at the BBC. It made its
début under the baton of Dudamel and received
enthusiastic reviews. With top qualified musicians El
Sistema has recently created a new Youth Orchestra
named after Teresa Carreño that will start its
international tour this fall.
El Sistema has started to introduce its music
programs into the public-school curriculum, aiming
to be in every school and to support 500,000 children
by 2015
The project has been extended to the penal
system. On 25 May 2008, Leidys Asuaje wrote in the
Venezuelan daily, El Nacional - "The plan to
humanize jails through music began eleven months
ago under the tutelage of the Ministry of the Interior
and Justice and FESNOJIV...."
El Sistema is a tested model of how a music
program can both create great musicians and
dramatically change the life trajectory of hundreds of
thousands of a nation’s children in dire need. El
Sistema’s approach to music education emphasizes
intensive ensemble participation from the earliest
stages, group learning, peer teaching and a
commitment to keeping the joy and fun of musical
learning and music making ever-present. This is
sometimes referred to as “passion first/refinement
second”. The El Sistema methodology is marked to
be in contrast to much of music education training
outside of Latin America. The backbone of El
Sistema student training is preparation or
participation in orchestral ensembles。 Also of equal
importance is choral singing and various other
ensembles, which adapt well to a diversity of musical
genres and origins.
For further Information
http://www.fesnojiv.gob.ve
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Interrogating Urban Poverty Lines
The Case of Zambia
By Miniva Chibuye

Executive Summary
This paper describes how the scale and depth of
urban poverty in Zambia is underestimated by official
poverty lines. This is likely to be the case likewise in
many other nations in sub-Saharan Africa, because
the methodologies used to set poverty lines in
Zambia are similar to those in many other nations.
The underestimation of urban poverty contributes to
the inadequate attention given to addressing the needs
of the urban poor.
Most poverty lines are set as a monetary amount,
based on the cost of food and estimates for the cost of
non-food needs (although extreme poverty lines are
often based on the cost of food needs alone). In
Zambia, the cost of both food and non-food needs are
underestimated. The monetary amount set as the cost
of meeting food needs is based on a national average
and this fails to recognize how food costs vary and

are particular high in some urban centers.
As Figure S1 shows, minimum food costs are a
lot higher in Lusaka and five other urban centers than
the official food poverty line.
The official poverty line used in Zambia is
based on data from the Living Conditions Monitoring
Survey published by the government Central
Statistics Office (CSO). In 2006, the official food
poverty line (also known as the extreme poverty line)
as reflected in the Draft Living Conditions
Monitoring Survey was set at 295,696 Zambian
Kwacha (K) per month for a household of six persons
(equivalent to 82.1 US dollars ($), equivalent to
around $0.45 per person per day).1 The official
poverty line was K473,114 (equivalent to $131.4, or
around $0.73 per person per day).
(Figures in this summary use the 2006 exchange
rate of K3601.5 to $1.0. )
The Jesuit Centre for Theological
Reflection (JCTR) has been collecting
data on living costs in Zambia since the
early 1990s. The JCTR calculation of
the food poverty line for Lusaka in
December
2006
was
K476,250
(equivalent to $132.2, or around $0.73
per person per day). For five other urban
centres from which data were collected,
the JCTR food poverty line varied
between K544,370 and K440,480.
The JCTR poverty line for Lusaka
was K1,442,350 (equivalent to $400.49,
or around $2.22 per person per day).
Thus, the poverty line of US$1 per
person/day used in the Millennium
Development Goals is not a realistic
poverty line for use in urban areas in
Zambia.
An assessment of a food basket
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that contributed the same number of calories as the
official poverty line but consisted of the basic food
items commonly consumed by urban households was
K476,250 for Lusaka. The official food poverty line
includes no provision at all for bread, meat or sugar,
even though official surveys show these to be among
the top five food items in terms of share of food
expenditure. The JCTR’s provision for these was still
modest – for instance, one loaf of bread and under
200 grams of meat a day for a family of six. For some
Zambian urban centers, the equivalent food poverty
line was higher – for instance, K544,370 in Ndola
and K504,850 in Luanshya.
The official food poverty line failed to recognize
the higher prices for food paid by low-income
households who are unable to buy in bulk. For
instance, low-income households buy the staple
“mealie” meal in 0.4kg packs, rather than 25kg sacks,
and this increases the price per kilo by 31%. If
allowance was made for the higher costs paid by
low-income households for good such as “mealie”
meal, soap, sugar and salt and because they can
afford to purchase all these but only in small
quantities, the cost of the minimum food basket
would be even higher. In 2006, 58% of families in
Zambia reported that they could not afford three
meals a day. The 2007 Demographic and Health
Survey (CSO, 2009c) reports that 45% of Zambian
children are stunted.
Zambia, like many other nations, still has an
extreme poverty line based on the cost of only food
needs. The validity of setting any poverty line at this
level is questionable, especially in urban areas where
the costs of non-food needs are particularly high. The
official poverty line that does include some
allowance for non-food needs fails to recognize
higher non-food costs in urban areas, especially for
housing, utilities, transport, health care and education.
(Health care and education to grade 9 are free in rural
areas.) In addition, what urban dwellers spend on
education, health care and adequate provision for
water is not a good measure of whether they have
their needs met. The proportion of the Zambian
population with access to safe water has declined in
recent years. Most low-income households could not
afford sufficient water.
In 2006, the official figure for the cost of
non-food needs was K88,709/month. But the cost of
essential non-food needs in Lusaka was more than
ten times this amount – K996,100, This is because
the official figure made no allowance at all for the
cost of housing, sufficient allowance for fuel, soap,
electricity and water. Even the much higher figure did
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not include cost for clothing, education, health and
transport. Household expenditures on these greatly
vary, although these items represent an important part
of total expenditure for many low-income urban
households.
The
cost
of
renting
the
cheapest,
reasonable-quality house for a family of six in
Lusaka was K650,000 a month in 2006 – for a
three-bedroom house in a medium-density area, to
allow separate bedrooms for female and male
children. However, even if housing costs are lowered
to the price of renting poor-quality, overcrowded
accommodation in an informal settlement, the costs
of rent alone are still far above the entire allowance
for non-food needs in the official poverty line. In
2010, the cost of renting two electrified rooms in an
informal settlement in Lusaka was K150,000–
200,000 per month; the cost of a three-bedroom
house in Lusaka in 2010 had risen to K1.5 million a
month. In 2006, the cost of non-food needs varied
considerably between urban centres: they were
highest in Lusaka at K996,100 and lowest in
Luanshya at K378,580 (see Figure S1).
The level at which the poverty line is set has
significant implications for the extent to which
Zambia can be said to be meeting the Millennium
Development Goal of halving chronic poverty and
hunger. The level at which the poverty line is set also
has major implications for determining the incidence
of overall and extreme poverty and how these change
over time. For instance, according to official
Zambian poverty statistics, urban poverty fell
dramatically between 2004 and 2006. The official
poverty line suggests that from 1991 to 2004, around
half the urban population was poor – but this
proportion fell from 53% in 2004 to 34% in 2006.
Extreme poverty from 1991 to 2004 varied between
24% and 36% but was down to 20% in 2006. The
incidence of both poverty and extreme poverty would
be significantly higher using the alternative estimates
summarized above for food and non-food need.
For further information:
This paper was first published in the IIED Journal.
(The complete paper maybe downloaded free of
charge from: http://pubs.iied.org/10592IIED.html)
Miniva Chibuye is currently the Social Conditions
Program Manager of JCTR (Jesuit Centre for
Theological Reflection) in Zambia. She is a holder of
a Master of Science in Social Policy and Development
from the London School of Economics.
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Zimbabwe Parliament Incorporates Lessons of the
Federation in Constitutional Talks
In Kariba, members of the Zimbabwe Homeless
People’s Federation talk about one of their
infrastructure projects with a representative of the
national government’s Parliamentary Portfolio
Committee on Housing.
Many members of the Zimbabwe Homeless
People’s Federation were among the victims of
Zimbabwe’s infamous “Operation Murambatsvina”
in 2005. Over 700,000 informal urban dwellers were
displaced nationwide due to a government program.
Since then, the Federation has rebuilt its
membership by mobilizing new savings schemes and
reconstituting old ones. There are currently over
42,000 members actively saving in 53 cities or towns.
Further, the Federation has provided 14,450 families
with tenure and built over 2,000 houses.

But it is not just the numbers that speak volumes.
In 2010, the Federation, along with support NGO
Dialogue on Shelter, began to engage with the
Parliamentary Portfolio Committee on Public Works
and National Housing. This is the committee
exploring how housing and shelter issues are to be
incorporated into the new constitution of Zimbabwe.
A new report from the Portfolio Committee
demonstrates how the patience of the Federation was
able to translate its struggles to real action on the
ground. It also showed how these struggles are
influencing how shelter issues are understood in the
formal political space. In the report, the Committee
emphasizes its desire to understand “short-term and
immediate solutions to the escalating housing crisis
in our nation.” As part of this mission, the Committee
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visited projects of the Federation in Epworth, which
is adjacent to Harare, and Kariba.
A key lesson that the Committee drew from its
visits to both areas concerns the importance of an
incremental approach to development. There are two
primary reasons for this: (1) Incremental
development is more affordable. (2) Incremental
development is actionable at much larger scale.
The Committee’s report describes the process as
follows:
The Federation uses the model of incremental
development whereby priority is given to the most
important facilities and then gradually followed by
the least basic ones. Incremental development is done
on either infrastructure or housing development.
Water and sewer are put first while roads come at a
later stage on infrastructure development. At the
beginning those basic services are used communally,
and then families graduate into individualized
connection when they can afford them. In housing
development, poor communities start both with a
single or two-roomed unit with a temporary toilet and
a stand-pipe. They slowly upgrade their structures
while the whole house is being completed.
Town councils in Zimbabwe have some of the
highest standards for housing in Africa. In Epworth,
the Parliamentary Committee discovered what poor
people have understood for quite some time. A
meager 1% of all the houses in Epworth meet the
council’s housing standards, and 65% of residents
live in informal dwellings. In one ward within the
council, everyone lives informally and without
serviced stands.
Given this realization, the committee submitted
that “there are over 300,000 people who are
informally settled [in Zimbabwe] and as such,
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Government intervention is necessary and
unavoidable if the town is to develop and
meet the standards required by the Urban
Councils Act.”
This is a significant realization in order
for any government to begin addressing the
scale of urban growth and attendant
informality. The resources and regulatory
framework provided by government are key
determinants of the kinds of interventions
that are and will be possible. As such, the
Committee made three (3) recommendations
for principles to underpin a Constitutional
right to housing:
(1) Ensuring 0% eviction rate in the
country to ensure that the poor are protected
in societies.
(2) Ensuring that the Community
Based Organizations pay about 20% of the total cost
of the land.
(3) Instituting policies to ensure that the
vulnerable groups are accommodated, because as of
now, the policies are inhibitive and do not guarantee
housing to the poor.
The Committee’s overall observations of the
work of the Federation also noted the centrality of
women to sustainable urban development:
It was interesting to note that the whole process
mirrored the community through effective
participation since it is community owned thus,
identified with the development. Communities were
the agents and actors of development rather than
mere beneficiaries. Thus, they developed a strong
sense of ownership of both their successes and
failures. Community involvement significantly
reduced the cost of housing development projects and
made them affordable through contributions in the
form of ‘sweat equity.’
A striking aspect that was witness by the
Committee was the Federation’s strategy that put
women in the forefront in all the activities that
addressed homelessness and poverty. They led the
process of problem identification and development of
solutions for both household and community issues.
Women worked side-by-side with lead builders as
they participated in the actual construction of houses.
The reason presented by the women was that they
bear most of the challenges and are hardest hit by
poverty. The other reason was that, women were
given the space to balance this previously
marginalized group. Thus, if the lives of women lives
are changed, the whole community changes.
In conclusion, the Committee recommends four
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(4) areas of policy changes to help enact the proposed
“right to housing” in Zimbabwe’s new constitution:
(1) Poor communities can only afford
infrastructure services on an incremental basis. The
committee’s recommendation is that Government
adopt alternative models such as ecological sanitation
to allow the poor to develop houses and accelerate
housing delivery.
(2) Government to subsidize the provision of
on-site and off-site infrastructure. … Incremental
development ought to be accepted by the
Government and viewed as a normal way of
development for organized low income groups. In
view of the fact that the provision of housing is the
responsibility of Government, it is the Committee’s
feeling that Government ought to work in partnership
with community-based groups on housing issues
even in the planning process. … Subsidies may not
necessarily be money alone but the cost of
development can also be cut, for instance, through
approval fee exemptions on bulk standard plans or
offering of engineering services to CBOs’
developmental work.
(3) The government can also avail alternative
financial options for housing for the poor. This will
alternatively improve the pace at which construction
projects are developed. This window can take the
form of a Housing Development Bank controlled and
owned by community- based organizations. This
housing finance ought to be channeled directly to
these groups.
For further information:
Dialogue on Shelter"
Patience Mudimu
patience@dialogshelter.co.zw
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